
COMPARINGCONTRASTING THE REPLIES OF CHINESE ESSAY

Free Essay: Japan and China had many contrasting responses to western penetration in the nineteenth century,
including economic interaction.

In the U. Learning how different people do their things differently from us is an experience to behold. China
and Japan, due to geographical proximity, historical, and cultural ties, have many similarities and differences.
Chinese dishes tend to contain sliced and diced ingredients to facilitate the use of chopsticks while feeding
whereas the average American his meal prepared in such a way as to facilitate the use of a fork and knife. It
remains to be seen whether it is too early to fully assess the effects of Western influence in East Asia since the
19th century. Differences between living in the U. Conclusion Since both countries tend to have some cultural
background which translates into how they handle things. One country that had imperialism was India
Similarities Between China And Japan Essay - China and Japan both had very relatable experiences from the s
to present times, as they both have had to completely or partially abandon prior political polies that were
deemed no longer applicable. In Commodore Perry was sent by the United states to give an ultimatum to
Japan to open its ports, and when he returned the next year the Japanese authorities accepted to negotiate with
him Storry, Rosenberg,  Japan was far more interested than China in gaining knowledge both about and from
the West. We will first look into the regional themes and styles of China, followed by those from Japan and
Bali, then move on to the Pacific Islands, and finally end with Pacific Latin America. The only way the two
global giants can sincerely appreciate their differences is via learning from each other. They were inward
looking and were encouraged by the conservative Confucianistic beliefs of their emperors to cling to the
ancient and traditional ways of the past It is of great essence to delve first into the geographic and
demographic aspect of the two countries. Chinese culture emphasizes more on collectivism The American
culture tends to emphasize on individualism. The Industrial Revolution in Europe and the United States had
created a wide gap between them and the West, leaving the two Asian nations behind technologically and
military. For the Japanese, they initially attempted to resist the outside influence of the Americans in the early
s, however they were no match against them and implemented Westernization to become a better nation
However, the way this process happened in each country and their reaction to it were very different, attracting
the interest of many historians Lockwood,  Initially, China and Japan closed their doors to the West because
they were both self sustaining nations, did not like foreign influences, and believed that their society was
superior to the West London: Penguin. With the Chinese culture, individualism is considered very strange and
sometimes even dangerous. They also needed land to acquire raw materials for growing markets. China
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could be due to the fact that they were more reluctant to westernize so they were not trying to fund as many
new programs as the Japanese were. Americans tend to be more respectful towards workers who are serving
them. In Asia, both Japan and China were impacted, but in very different ways.


